As the title implies the article describes the possibility of taking into account the relativistic correction to the field current density of the field emission of electrons from the metal. The article provides the reader with some analytic generalization of the Fowler-Nordheim equation with the relativistic correction. The relativistic correction to the Fowler-Nordheim equation makes it possible to take into account the influence of the relativism on the field emission current. It is especially noted that the consideration of this correction is necessary in the case of sufficiently strong electric fields and relatively large interelectrode distances. It should be stressed that this correction is valid for fixed interelectrode distances that decrease with increasing electric field strength. It means that for the electric field strength of 0.1 to 1 Gv/m the interelectrode distance should not exceed values of 1 to 0.1 cm. First in the article it is spoken in detail about finding of the electron wave function. Next the field emission curent calculations are given. As a result the transmission coefficient of the potential step from the Klein-Gordon equation within the framework of the Fowler-Nordheim approximation is found. It is shown that in the case of the interelectrode distanse less than 1 cm, an analytical expression for the field electron emission current density is obtained. The conclusion that usually relativistic correction does not exceed a tenth of a percent is made. But in the case of the field electron emission from pulsars (where the work function and electric field strength are much higher) the contribution of the relativistic correction about 10 % has been established.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of electron emission in intense external electric fields was written by Fowler and Nordheim in the 20-ies of the last century [1] . Despite this, it is widely used in various branches of physics in our days too. Field emission currents not only from metals but also from astrophysical objects and nanomaterials are described by this theory [2] [3] . Also this theory is widely used for describing the dark currents from the construction materials of the accelerating structures [4, 5, 10] . The authors of the article [1] mark that the emission becomes sensible for fields of rather more than 10 8 V/m and already is very large for fields of the order of 10 9 V/m. Individual case of the big interelectrode gaps should be noted. For the gap of about 1 cm and the electric field strength near E = 10 8 V/m the electron motion becomes relativistic: The aim of this article is to generalize the FowlerNordheim theory to a relativistic case.
DERIVATION OF THE ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTION
The Klein-Gordon equation in the case of an external electric field can be written as:
where ε is the electron energy, V is the barrier height, -e is the electron charge, E is the electric field strength, is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, m is the electron mass. Let's write this equation in dimensionless coordinates, considering that
The Schrödinger equation (which was used by Fowler and Nordheim [1] ) in dimensionless coordinates is written as
We will use the Fowler-Nordheim approach, so we need to satisfy the condition Ry << 1. This means that for electric field strength E  10 8 ÷ 10 9 V/m [1] the interelectrode distance should not exceed 1 ÷ 0.1 cm.
Then, the solution of equation (2) 
According to the equation (2)
At the same time, from [1] we know that . Therefore, given the fact that Ψ0 >> Ψ1, equation (3) can be rewritten in the form:
where f(y) = -Ry 2 Ψ0.
To solve the equation (4), we will use the method of variation of parameters. Consider the solution of the
. We already know [1] that the solution of this equation is the following:
Then the solution of equation (4) can be written as To find the C1(y) and C1(y), it is necessary to solve the system
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The wave function must represent a wave that moves to the right (to converge with large y). We can find that C2(y)g2(y) does not satisfy the condition if we plot graphs of functions C1(y)g1(y), C2(y)g2(y). Therefore, the solution of equation (4) is
Let's find an explicit expression of C1(y). To do this, let's write ψ1 considering (5) 
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The Hankel function can be represented in the following form by definition [6] : 2   3  3  3  3  2  2  2  2  1  1  1  1  3  3  3  3  2  3  (2 )  2  1  3   3  2  2  2  2  ''  2  3  3  3  3 2 sin 33 Further we will use the asymptotic expression [6] (when Q is large) for denominator:
Then, It remains to calculate α2 and β2:
We will use the similar methods for evaluating α2 and β2. Therefore, we can write that α2 = 0. And the expression for the Wronskian of Bessel's functions is: . (9) Substituting the asymptotic expression (7) and the Wronskian (9) into equation (8), we can find that
Now we can write the expression for C1(y) with sufficient precision:
We can substitute this expression after integration into equation (6) and obtain an explicit form of the wave function Ψ1 
CALCULATIONS OF THE FIELD EMISSION CURRENT
The same symbols as in article [1] will be used in the further calculations of V  C, εk  W, eE  F. Now we need to stitch two solutions.
The boundary conditions at x  0 are: 1. Ψ is always continuous; 2. ∂Ψ/∂x is continuous except the points where the potential is infinite.
At x = +0 we then find:
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We should equate these values to  and ∂Ψ/∂x derived from (10) in x  -0.
The penetration coefficient of the potential step determines by the relation 
The equations of continuity (11) can be written as: 
We will use the following relation to express the second-kind Hankel function
in terms of real
And now we can write 
We can find that β in (16) We will use the asymptotic expansion when Q is large for the denominator. Therefore, It is easy to see that the expression for the transmission coefficient consists of two parts. The first part is nothing other than the transmission coefficient obtained in [1] by Fowler and Nordheim. The second part of expression (17) is a relativistic correction to this expression. Therefore, the formula for the current density of field emission can be written in an analogous way to article [1]: for E values of about 10 8 V/m. To estimate the relativistic correction, we use the average value of the work function of metals of about χ ≈ 4 eV. Therefore, the relativistic correction will be about 0.064 %. Since the field emission current density increases exponentially, this effect will be hardly visible experimentally. But we can consider the electron field emission current, for example, from pulsars, which is also described by the FowlerNordheim equation [1] . In this case, when magnetic field strength is B = 10 8 T, the electric field strength is up to E ≈ 10 12 V/m [8] and work function is χ ≈ 100 keV [9] .
The relativistic correction will be about 10 % and can make a significant contribution to the field emission current density in this case.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the possibility of taking into account the relativistic correction to the current density of the field emission of electrons from the metal. It is shown that the consideration of this correction is necessary in the case of sufficiently strong electric fields and relatively large interelectrode distances. An analytic generalization of the Fowler-Nordheim equation with the relativistic correction was made. In the case of the interelectrode distance less than 1 cm, an analytical expression for the field electron emission current density is obtained. It is shown that usually relativistic correction does not exceed a tenth of a percent. But in the case of the field electron emission from pulsars (where the work function and electric field strength are much higher), the contribution of the relativistic correction is about 10 %.
